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Intellectual disability (ID), a neurodevelopmental disorder affecting 1–3% of the general population, is characterized by limitations
in both intellectual function and adaptive skills. The high number of conditions associated with ID underlines its heterogeneous
origin and reveals the difficulty of obtaining a rapid and accurate genetic diagnosis. However, the Next Generation Sequencing, and
the whole exome sequencing (WES) in particular, has boosted the diagnosis rate associated with ID. In this study, WES performed
on 244 trios of patients clinically diagnosed with isolated or syndromic ID and their respective unaffected parents has allowed the
identification of the underlying genetic basis of ID in 64 patients, yielding a diagnosis rate of 25.2%. Our results suggest that trio-
based WES facilitates ID’s genetic diagnosis, particularly in patients who have been extensively waiting for a definitive molecular
diagnosis. Moreover, genotypic information from parents provided by trio-based WES enabled the detection of a high percentage
(61.5%) of de novo variants inside our cohort. Establishing a quick genetic diagnosis of ID would allow early intervention and better
clinical management, thus improving the quality of life of these patients and their families.
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INTRODUCTION
Intellectual disability (ID), a neurodevelopmental disorder with a
prevalence of 1–3% in the general population, is characterized
by significant intellectual and adaptive functioning limitations
with onset in the developmental period [1]. ID can show a
variable degree of severity –ranging from mild to profound– and
can be classified as non-syndromic (presented in isolation)
or syndromic (associated with other clinical features) [2].
Moreover, ID is highly comorbid with epilepsy, motor abnorm-
alities, psychiatric symptoms, or autism spectrum disorder (ASD)
[3, 4]. Among ID’s highly heterogeneous underlying genetic
causes, it is worth mentioning chromosomal alterations, copy
number variants (CNVs) or deleterious variants in single genes
[5]. In this sense, the monogenic forms of ID could follow an
autosomal dominant (AD), autosomal recessive (AR) or X-linked
(XL) pattern of inheritance [6–8]. Interestingly, it is estimated
that around 2000 genes would be involved in the different
inheritance patterns of ID [9–11].
ID supposes a great personal effort for both affected

individuals and their families and entails important implications
regarding the support, necessary care, and special education that
these patients require. Early recognition of ID patients would
immediately implement actions to improve their cognitive and
adaptive skills [12, 13]. Over the last few decades, many genetic

tests have been developed to identify the genetic alterations
associated with ID, including karyotype, fluorescent in situ
hybridization, single-gene Sanger sequencing, and chromosomal
microarray analysis [14, 15]. However, ineffective genetic testing
usually prolongs the diagnostic odyssey for years [16, 17]. It is
common to find adults among the reported cohorts from several
recent studies, despite that in most of them the symptomatology
was evident from an early age [18, 19]. The advent of Next
Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies, and particularly the
Whole Exome Sequencing (WES), has led to a widespread
increase in the gene discovery and diagnosis rate associated with
ID [12, 20–24]. Thus, whereas the estimated diagnostic yield for
ID in the well-established targeted NGS gene panel was ~21%
(up to 39% using trio-based panels), this rate reached values
between ~25% and ~55% in WES [16, 19, 21, 25–27]. Never-
theless, WES’s diagnostic rate would be further increased
through family trio sequencing [17, 28–31]. Its proven ability
to identify new candidate genes or variants in known genes,
low processing time, increasingly high accuracy, and excellent
cost-effectiveness convert WES into an optimum ID diagnosis
approach [32, 33]. This strategy could facilitate the rapid and
efficient identification of causal variants in sporadic cases, in
patients with unaffected parents and no family history, or in
patients where both parents show a similar phenotype [17].
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In this study, through trio-WES analysis performed in a cohort of
254 ID patients, we were able to identify pathogenic (P) or likely
pathogenic (LP) variants in 64 of them, which yields an overall
diagnostic rate of 25.2%. Moreover, a high rate of de novo variants
(DNVs) was noted inside this cohort. These findings seem to
extend the proven trio-WES’s utility for diagnosing ID. In this
regard, an early genetic diagnosis of ID could provide an adequate
intervention and clinical management of these patients.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Patient recruitment
In total, 244 trios of non-consanguineous healthy parents and affected
probands were recruited from several Galician associations, most of them
under the auspices of FADEMGA (Federación gallega de asociaciones en
favor de las personas con discapacidad intelectual o del desarrollo); from the
Pediatric Neurology Departments at Galician hospitals; and from the
Fundación Pública Galega de Medicina Xenómica. In seven of these trios,
there were two or more affected siblings. All 254 selected patients have a
clinical diagnosis of ID made by trained pediatric neurologists or
psychiatrists based on the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, Fourth Edition Text Revision and Fifth Edition (DSM-IV-TR and
DSM-5) criteria. 54 patients (21.26%) have a mild grade of ID, 39 (15.35%) a
moderate grade, 29 (11.42%) a severe grade, and in 132 (51.97%) the grade
has not been specified. Normal results were obtained from array CGH and
FMR1 CGG-repeat status in 65 (26.4%) and 11 (4.3%) out of the 254
analyzed patients, respectively (Supplementary Table S2).

Whole exome sequencing
DNA was isolated from peripheral blood of the 254 patients using the
GentraPuregene blood kit (Qiagen Inc., Valencia, CA, USA), following
manufacturer’s instructions. In total, 50 µL of each genomic DNA sample (at
a concentration of 80 ng/µL) were sent to the Autism Sequencing
Consortium (ASC; https://genome.emory.edu/ASC/) to perform trio-WES
on Illumina HiSeq sequencers using the Illumina Nextera exome capture kit
[34]. A large multisample VCF containing the raw data obtained from WES
was retrieved from the ASC.

Data processing and annotation
Samples were selected from a large multisample VCF file using BCFtools,
extracting only variants with PASS information in the FILTER column,
splitting and annotating them individually to preserve individual variant
information from the variant caller. Annotation was performed by
ANNOVAR using several hg38 databases, thus obtaining for each variant
its genetic RefSeq based annotation, population frequency (1000 Genomes
Project, gnomAD, dbSNP), clinical information (OMIM, HGMD, ClinVar,
GeneReviews, CGD, and InterVar), functional prediction (everything
recorded in dbNSFP such as SIFT, Polyphen, CADD, PhyloP, GERP++ ,
and others) or splicing prediction (dbscSNV and regSNP). Individual
annotations were then filtered by RefSeq’s coding positions using
BEDTools, discarding those variants located more than 10 bp from both
gene ends. After this, we constructed a merged VCF file containing the
variants from each proband and respective parents. Finally, we filtered the
merged files with a virtual gene panel. However, we have also analyzed the
full exome data to detect variants in genes not so far associated with ID.

Sample tracing control
A sample tracing protocol was performed by evaluating the alleles present
at 24 genomic positions internally selected. Samples were genotyped
using Sequenom MassARRAY® multiplex genotyping platform (Sequenom,
Inc., San Diego, CA) for such 24 genomic positions. Results were compared
with those obtained by sequencing, uniquely assigning sequencing results
to their origin samples. All samples included in our study passed this
tracing control.

Virtual panel
To make the genetic test more approachable and faster, we have designed
a virtual panel of genes combining the available information from the
Genomics England PanelApp database (https://panelapp.genomicsengland.
co.uk/; accessed on 02/09/2020) regarding panels associated with ID, ASD,
and epilepsy. After selecting the genes with green or amber color code and
discarding those with red code, the number of genes included in our virtual

panel was 1810 (Supplementary Table S1). However, to avoid any loss of
information during the VCF filtering according to the genes contained in
the virtual panel, we decided to include all known aliases of these initially
selected genes in the virtual panel. Therefore, our virtual panel reaches a
final number of 6879 items.

Variant filtering, interpretation, and classification
We expect to reduce the large number of variants identified by WES
through variant filtering, prioritizing those variants that could be of
potential interest in each patient. For this, cut-offs were adequately settled
to avoid including false positives and excluding true positive variants.
Several filters were applied to both the complete VCF files and the virtual
panel’s output files obtained from filtering. This variant filtering pipeline
was based on the following steps:

1. Filtering by allelic frequency. We selected variants whose maximum
value of minimum allele frequency (MAF) in any population group of
the data shared by gnomAD (https://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/) or
The 1000 Genomes Project (https://www.internationalgenome.org/
1000-genomes-browsers/) was ≤0.05%. All others were discarded.

2. Filtering by predicted consequence on protein level. We selected
missense, nonsense, frameshift (insertion and deletion), non-
frameshift (insertion and deletion), synonymous (with potential
harmful effect over splicing), stop-loss, start-loss, and splice site
disruption variants. Missense variants reported as Benign or Likely
benign in ClinVar (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/) or InterVar
(http://wintervar.wglab.org/) databases, or with CADD score <15 or
DANN score <0.93 were discarded. DNA variants inside 5ʹ or 3ʹUTR,
upstream or downstream regions, and intronic variants located
more than five base pairs away from exon-intron junctions were also
discarded.

3. Filtering by clinical implication. We selected variants of the category
assigned as Neurologic in the Clinical Genomic Database (https://
research.nhgri.nih.gov/CGD/). This filter was not used with the files
obtained from the virtual panel filtering.

4. Filtering by mode of inheritance. trio-WES analysis allows inferring
the inheritance pattern of a variant from parents to the proband. We
selected variants whose mode of inheritance was compatible with
the absence of ID in both parents and the pattern of inheritance of
the altered gene, such as heterozygous DNVs in dominant or XL
genes, homozygous or compound heterozygous variants in
recessive genes, or maternally inherited hemizygous variants in
males affecting genes on the X chromosome. Considering that both
parents were unaffected and no family history was reported, we
decided to exclude the AD inheritance model in our cohort,
assuming complete penetrance and non-variable expression.

After variant filtering, we prioritized those variants predicted as
Conflicting interpretations of pathogenicity, Uncertain significance (UV),
Likely pathogenic (LP), and Pathogenic (P) in ClinVar, InterVar, and
VarSome (https://varsome.com/). We discarded those classified as Benign
or Likely benign by these databases. Clinical significance of the variants
was finally interpreted according to the American College of Medical
Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) [35].

Validation of identified variants
Low confidence DNA variants were confirmed by Sanger sequencing. After
amplifying DNA of the proband and respective parents, PCR products were
sequenced using BigDye Terminator v3.1 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City,
CA, USA) following manufacturer’s instructions, and subsequently analyzed
on an ABI 3730xl DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems). 16p11.2 and
22q13.31q13.33 deletions were confirmed by Cytoscan HD array (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA USA).

RESULTS
Patients description
The average age of patients at diagnosis was 29.9 years (Max:
63–Min: 4). 137 (53.94%) of the patients included in this study
were male, and 117 (46.06%) were female. The most prevalent
comorbidities associated with ID in our cohort were (Supplemen-
tary Table S2): epilepsy (71 patients; 27.95%), dysmorphic facial
features (30 patients; 11.81%), attention deficit hyperactivity
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Table 1. Variants classified as P or LP in our cohort.

Patient Gender Clinical data Gene Variant Zygosity Inheritance

002 P F ID, PS KDM6A(NM_021140.3) c.3669dup p.(Thr1224Hisfs*27) Het DNV

024 P M ID TCTN2(NM_024809.5) c.92 C > G p.(Pro31Arg) Het Pat

c.800_801del p.(Val267Glyfs*3) Het Mat

028 P M ID, UTA, SD 16p11.2(NC_000016.10) g.(29568700_30166678)del Het DNV

030 P F ID, PMS, CA, DFF, CL, UTA, HL,
Mi, EN, SFBD

KMT2D(NM_003482.3) c.8368 C > T p.(Gln2790*) Het DNV

033 P M ID, PS ASXL3(NM_030632.3) c.4399 C > T p.(Arg1467*) Het DNV

034P1 M ID LINS1(NM_001040616.3) c.918 C > A p.(Cys306*) Het Mat

c.1592 T > C p.(Leu531Pro) Het Pat

034P2 M ID, ADHD, ODD LINS1(NM_001040616.3) c.918 C > A p.(Cys306*) Het Mat

c.1592 T > C p.(Leu531Pro) Het Pat

035 P F ID, ADHD, DFF ZNF292(NM_015021.3) c.6160_6161del p.
(Glu2054Lysfs*14)

Het DNV

037 P F ID SRCAP(NM_006662.3) c.7275_7282dup p.
(Arg2428Hisfs*50)

Het DNV

038 P M ID PAH(NM_000277.3) c.194 T > C p.(Ile65Thr) Het Pat

c.1315+ 1 G > A p.(?) Het Mat

045 P F ID, ADHD, HL ANKRD11(NM_013275.6) c.1903_1907del p.
(Lys635Glnfs*26)

Het DNV

054 P F ID, E NEXMIF
(NM_001008537.3)

c.1441 C > T p.(Arg481*) Het DNV

056 P F ID ALDH5A1(NM_001080.3) c.698 C > T p.(Thr233Met) Hom Bip

057 P F ID SHANK3
(NM_001372044.2)

c.3865dup p.(Ala1289Glyfs*69) Het DNV

061 P M ID, A, IV TMEM67(NM_153704.6) c.652 G > T p.(Gly218Cys) Het Mat

c.2521 C > T p.(Gln841*) Het Pat

062 P F ID, HL ACTB(NM_001101.5) c.1043 C > T p.(Ser348Leu) Het DNV

083 P M ID SETBP1(NM_015559.3) c.1630C > T p.(Arg544*) Het DNV

086 P F ID 22q13.31q13.33 g.(45805040_50759410)del Het DNV

091 P F ID, CP, E ATP7A(NM_000052.7) c.1974_1977del p.
(Phe659Serfs*5)

Het DNV

094 P M ID, E, DFF, SD, EN SMS(NM_004595.5) c.400 T > C p.(Tyr134His) Hem Mat

097 P F ID, BD, E, DFF, O, IV, CA ADNP(NM_015339.5) c.2188 C > T p.(Arg730*) Het DNV

PHIP(NM_017934.7) c.5072 C > T p.(Thr1691Ile) Het DNV

103 P F ID, E KCNB1(NM_004975.4) c.916 C > T p.(Arg306Cys) Het DNV

111 P M ID, E SETD1B
(NM_001353345.2)

c.3026_3048del p.
(Leu1009Argfs*88)

Het DNV

115 P M ID, HL(b), RT, IV PEX1(NM_000466.3) c.1548del p.(Leu517Cysfs*2) Het Mat

c.3077 T > C p.(Leu1026Pro) Het Pat

119 P F ID, E ALG6(NM_013339.4) c.998 C > T p.(Ala333Val) Hom Bip

121 P F ID, ASD, DFF, SD, CA FOXP1(NM_032682.6) c.573dup p.(Gln192Thrfs*103) Het DNV

122 P M ID, SD KCNK9(NM_001282534.2) c.706 G > A p.(Gly236Arg) Het DNV

124 P M ID, CCA, SFBD, DFF SLC17A5(NM_012434.5) c.116 G > A p.(Arg39His) Het DNV

c.918 T > G p.(Tyr306*) Het Mat

127 P F ID PUF60(NM_078480.3) c.449_457del p.
(Ala150_Phe152del)

Het DNV

129 P M ID, ASD, ADHD, BD, HG, GA, ED,
HL(b), UTA, CA, DFF

CHD7(NM_017780.4) c.844 C > T p.(Gln282*) Het DNV

130 P M ID, E, H, ED, SFBD, CM, Mi COL4A1(NM_001845.6) c.2018G > A p.(Gly673Glu) Het DNV

131 P M ID SHH(NM_000193.4) c.1302 G > A p.(Trp434*) Het DNV

135 P M ID MECP2(NM_001110792.2) c.455 C > T p.(Ala152Val) Hem Mat

139 P M ID TCF4(NM_001243226.3) c.2045 G > A p.(Arg682Gln) Het DNV

142 P F ID, ADHD, AC1 CAMK2A(NM_015981.3) c.412-1 G > T p.(?) Het DNV

145 P F ID, DFF, SD SMC1A(NM_006306.4) c.2095 C > T p.(Arg699Cys) Het DNV
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disorder (24 patients; 9.45%), ASD (23 patients; 9.06%), skeletal
disorder (21 patients; 8.27%), encephalopathy (15 patients; 5.91%),
microcephaly (13 patients; 5.12%), language disorder (12 patients;
4.72%), and psychotic disorder (11 patients; 4.33%).

Sequencing and variant filtering
Trio-based WES was performed to provide a molecular diagnosis. An
average read depth of 98X and a sequence coverage ≥30X of 87.4%
were obtained. Variant filtering by RefSeq’s coding positions allowed
us to reduce the average of variants per exome from 136,522 (Max:
179,475 – Min: 122,954) up to 24,722 (Max: 25,790 – Min: 22,312).

After completing the variant filtering pipeline, we selected 117
candidate variants in 90 genes: 70 missense with high-functional
impact prediction (59.83%), 18 frameshift (15.38%), 17 nonsense
(14.53%), 6 affecting to splice sites (+/- 5 bp; 5.13%), 4 non-
frameshift (3.42%), and 2 gross deletions (1.71%) (Tables 1 and 2).
We recognized candidate variants in no more than two

unrelated patients in ADNP, ANKRD11, ASXL3, GRIA3, KCNB1,
KDM5C, NEXMIF, POLA1, SCN1A, SETBP1, and TCF4 genes. Regard-
ing the latter, we have detected the same heterozygous DNV,
NM_001243226.2(TCF4):c.2045 G > A p.(Arg682Gln) in both
patients. Such variant has been previously reported as P in ClinVar

Table 1. continued

Patient Gender Clinical data Gene Variant Zygosity Inheritance

147 P M ID, CCA CDK19(NM_015076.4) c.168_173del p.(Thr57_Gly58del) Het DNV

153 P M ID, CCA, CM, SFBD, DFF, SD AP4M1(NM_004722.4) c.32del p.(Lys11Argfs*27) Het Mat

c.955 T > C p.(Cys319Arg) Het Pat

154 P F ID PTPN11(NM_002834.5) c.1507 G > C p.(Gly503Arg) Het DNV

TBC1D24
(NM_001199107.2)

c.641 G > A p.(Arg214His) Hom Bip

158 P F ID, A, E, CM ARV1(NM_022786.3) c.183 C > A p.(Cys61*) Hom Bip

161 P F ID, Mi, CCA, ASD FOXG1(NM_005249.5) c.479_488del p.(Gly160Alafs*29) Het DNV

162 P M ID, Ma, CCA, DFF, SD TRIO(NM_007118.4) c.3232 C > T p.(Arg1078Trp) Het DNV

167 P M ID, E, HD, Hy, CCA, DFF, GA, SD,
LD

KAT6B(NM_012330.4) c.3152del p.(Ser1051Thrfs*63) Het DNV

171 P M ID, D KMT2B(NM_014727.3) c.4886_4891del p.
(Val1629_His1630del)

Het DNV

173 P M ID, DCD KIF1A(NM_001244008.2) c.38 G > A p.(Arg13His) Het DNV

181 P F ID, PS, EN ADNP(NM_015339.5) c.2157 C > A p.(Tyr719*) Het DNV

185 P F ID, E, SFBD PDHA1(NM_000284.4) c.1142_1145dup p.(Trp383Serfs*6) Het DNV

189 P F ID, E, WS, Mi, HT, DFF, SD HSD17B10(NM_004493.3) c.524 T > C p.(Ile175Thr) Het DNV

191 P F ID MED13L(NM_015335.5) c.6488 C > T p.(Ser2163Leu) Het DNV

192 P M ID TLK2(NM_006852.6) c.1784C > T p.(Ser595Leu) Het DNV

197 P M ID, PS AHDC1
(NM_001029882.3)

c.1481_1482del p.(Lys494Serfs*22) Het DNV

199 P F ID, E, HD, Ma, S MAP2K1(NM_002755.4) c.608 A > G p.(Glu203Gly) Het DNV

203 P M ID CREBBP(NM_004380.3) c.5366 A > G p.(Asn1789Ser) Het DNV

208 P M ID, PMS, RED EP300(NM_001429.4) c.607 C > T p.(Gln203*) Het DNV

211 P F ID, SD, IV ANKRD11(NM_013275.6) c.6792dup (p.Ala2265Argfs*8) Het DNV

213 P F ID KCNB1(NM_004975.4) c.1579 C > T p.(Gln527*) Het DNV

215 P F ID, ASD KMT2C(NM_170606.3) c.5667dup p.(Arg1890Thrfs*24) Het DNV

217 P M ID, CP ASXL3(NM_030632.3) c.3106 C > T p.(Arg1036*) Het DNV

223 P F ID, E, BD, SD, Hy IQSEC2
(NM_001111125.3)

c.1401+ 2 T > G p.(?) Het DNV

226 P M ID, E SCN1A(NM_006920.6) c.2101 C > T p.(Arg701*) Het DNV

228 P F ID NALCN(NM_052867.4) c.946 G > A p.(Val316Met) Het DNV

PC(NM_000920.4) c.2450 C > T p.(Thr817Ile) Het Mat

c.2683 G > A p.(Val895Met) Het Pat

241 P F ID, LD, DFF SETBP1(NM_015559.3) c.2800 A > T p.(Lys934*) Het DNV

244 P M ID, E, Hy SLC6A1(NM_003042.4) c.1070 C > T p.(Ala357Val) Het DNV

245 P F ID TCF4(NM_001243226.3) c.2045 G > A p.(Arg682Gln) Het DNV

F female, M male, b bilateral, A ataxia, AC1 Arnold Chiari type 1, ADHD attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, ASD autism spectrum disorder, BD behavior
disorder, CA craniofacial abnormality, CCA corpus callosum abnormality, CL cleft lip/palate, CM cerebellar malformations, CP cerebral palsy, D dystonia, DCD
developmental coordination disorder, DFF dysmorphic facial features, E epilepsy, ED eye defect, EN encephalopathy, GA genital anomaly, H hemiparesis, HD
heart disease, HG hypogonadism, HL hearing loss, HT hypotonia, Hy hypothyroidism, ID intellectual disability, IV, impaired vision, LD language disorder, Ma
macrocephaly, Mi microcephaly, O obesity, ODD oppositional defiant disorder, PMS polymorphic syndrome, PS psychotic disorder, RED refractive eye disorder,
RT retinopathy, S strabismus, SD skeletal disorder, SFBD structural and functional brain disorders, SNHL sensorineural hearing loss, UTA urinary tract anomaly,WS
west syndrome, Het heterozygous, Hom homozygous, Hem hemizygous, DNV de novo variant, Mat maternal, Pat paternal, Bip biparental; in bold: novel variants
reported in this study.
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Table 2. Variants classified as UV in our cohort.

Patient Gender Clinical data Gene Variant Zygosity Inheritance

011 P F ID, EN SOX11(NM_003108.4) c.248 T > C p.(Leu83Pro) Het DNV

018 P M ID, E SCN1A(NM_006920.6) c.1150 T >G p.(Trp384Gly) Het DNV

026 P F ID, CCA, Ma PAK3(NM_001128168.3) c.1332 C > A p.(Phe444Leu) Het DNV

029 P F ID, H, HL(b) KCNN3(NM_002249.6) c.1690C > T p.(Leu564Phe) Het DNV

031 P M ID, PS, E GRIA3(NM_000828.4) c.2638 T > A p.(Tyr880Asn) Het Mat

036 P F ID, A, HL(b), SD SUCLG1(NM_003849.4) c.548 T > C p.(Ile183Thr) Het Mat

c.611 C > A p.(Thr204Asn) Het Pat

048 P M ID, SNHL(b) ZMIZ1(NM_020338.4) c.2835+ 4 A > T p.(?) Het DNV

051 P M ID ZNF711(NM_021998.5) c.2081 A >G p.(His694Arg) Het Mat

059 P M ID, HT, UTA, HL, Pt, LD DOCK6(NM_020812.4) c.1358 C > T p.(Thr453Met) Het Mat

c.3452 G > A p.(Arg1151His) Het Pat

068 P M ID, SD MED13(NM_005121.3) c.977 C > T p.(Thr326Ile) Het DNV

095 P F ID, E, PS CHD2(NM_001271.4) c.767del p.(Gln256Argfs*12) Het DNV

104 P F ID PRMT7(NM_019023.5) c.1093 G > T p.(Val365Leu) Het Mat

c.1954_1956del p.(Phe652del) Het Pat

BCORL1(NM_021946.5) c.1832T > C p.(Met611Thr) Het DNV

108 P F ID SPTAN1
(NM_001130438.3)

c.1678G > A p.(Glu560Lys) Het DNV

NAA10(NM_003491.4) c.311 C > A p.(Ala104Asp) Het DNV

128 P F ID SYNGAP1(NM_006772.3) c.1914-1 G >A p.(?) Het DNV

133 P M ID, H, EN, SD, DFF ARSE(NM_000047.3) c.1421 T >G p.(Met474Arg) Hem Mat

GNPAT(NM_014236.4) c.140 A > C p.(Asp47Ala) Het Mat

c.1543 C > T p.(Arg515Cys) Het Pat

136 P M ID PURA(NM_005859.5) c.478 A >G p.(Lys160Glu) Het DNV

MED12(NM_005120.3) c.5260 C > T p.(Pro1754Ser) Hem Mat

138 P F ID, ASD, E, DFF WDR45(NM_007075.3) c.976+ 5 G > A p.(?) Het DNV

140 P F ID, ASD DLG4(NM_001365.4) c.1129 G > A p.(Glu377Lys) Het DNV

148 P M ID, DFF, SD KDM5C(NM_004187.5) c.1226 T > C p.(Phe409Ser) Hem Mat

157 P F ID, CM, Mi, CA, DFF VLDLR(NM_003383.5) c.1919C > T p.(Ser640Phe) Hom Bip

159 P F ID UBA5(NM_024818.6) c.248 G > A p.(Gly83Glu) Het Pat

c.1111 G > A p.(Ala371Thr) Het Mat

166 P M ID, ADHD, LD, ASD POLA1(NM_016937.4) c.2020 G > T p.(Gly674Trp) Hem Mat

183 P F ID, E, HT, DFF PPP2R1A(NM_014225.6) c.655 T > C p.(Ser219Pro) Het DNV

188 P F ID, E, LD, CM, HT, EN PIGN(NM_176787.5) c.1694G > T p.(Arg565Leu) Het Mat

c.2679 C > G p.(Ser893Arg) Het Pat

202 P F ID, A, O GRIA3(NM_000828.4) c.1601T > A p.(Ile534Lys) Het DNV

209 P M ID POLA1(NM_016937.4) c.1036 T >G p.(Leu346Val) Hem Mat

KDM5C(NM_004187.5) c.1112 G > A p.(Cys371Tyr) Hem Mat

212 P F ID, St NEXMIF
(NM_001008537.3)

c.3964 A >G p.(Asn1322Asp) Het DNV

216 P M ID, BP, E SYT1(NM_005639.3) c.928 G > C p.(Asp310His) Het DNV

227 P M ID, E MTOR(NM_004958.4) c.7216 G > A p.(Val2406Met) Het DNV

230 P F ID, CCA TUBA1A(NM_006009.4) c.967 G > A p.(Val323Met) Het DNV

236 P F ID LAMA1(NM_005559.4) c.1862C > T p.(Thr621Ile) Het Pat

c.2527 G > A p.(Gly843Ser) Het Mat

242P1 M ID, ASD ACSL4(NM_022977.2) c.1613C > T p.(Ala538Val) Hem Mat

242P2 M ID, ASD ACSL4(NM_022977.2) c.1613C > T p.(Ala538Val) Hem Mat

F female, M male, b bilateral, A ataxia, ADHD attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, ASD autism spectrum disorder, BP bipolar disorder, CA craniofacial
abnormality, CCA corpus callosum abnormality, CM cerebellar malformations, DFF dysmorphic facial features, E epilepsy, EN encephalopathy, H hemiparesis, HL
hearing loss, HT hypotonia, ID intellectual disability, LD language disorder, Ma macrocephaly, Mi microcephaly, O obesity, PS psychotic disorder, Pt palpebral
ptosis, SD skeletal disorder, SNHL sensorineural hearing loss, St stuttering, UTA urinary tract anomaly, Het heterozygous, Hom homozygous, Hem hemizygous,
DNV de novo variant, Mat maternal, Pat paternal, Bip biparental; in bold: novel variants reported in this study.
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(ID: 7371). Deleterious variants in TCF4 have been associated with
the AD inherited Pitt-Hopkins syndrome (MIM: 610954). Further-
more, we also identified variants of interest in two siblings for LINS
and ACSL4 genes.
Suspicion of loss of genetic material in patients 028 P and 086 P

(Supplementary Fig. S1) were confirmed by Cytoscan HD array,
which identified the de novo heterozygous deletions arr[GRCh38]
16p11.2(29568700_30166678)x1 in 028 P and arr[GRCh38]
22q13.31q13.33(45805040_50759410)x1 in 086 P.

Candidate variants
In total, 97 out of the 254 analyzed patients harbored variants of
interest (Supplementary Table S2 and Fig. S2). 73 (62.39%) out of
these 117 identified variants were classified as P/LP (Table 1), and
the remaining were classified as UV (Table 2). Moreover, 64
(54.7%) out of the 117 variants have not been previously reported.
Noteworthy, most selected variants occurred de novo in our
cohort. Thus, of the 72 DNVs in our cohort, 52 (72.22%) have been
identified in 52 patients who have reached a definitive diagnosis
(missense, 34.62%; frameshift, 26.92%; nonsense, 25.0%; non-
frameshift, 5.77%; splice site disruption variants, 3.85%; and
deletion, 3.85%). The remaining 20 DNVs (27.78%), identified in
19 patients, are missense (80.0%), splice site disruption variants
(15.0%), and frameshift (5.0%).
After interpretation and classification of variants, a molecular

diagnosis was achieved in 64 patients (25.2%). Thus, 42 of them
were diagnosed with AD (65.63%), 13 with AR (20.31%), and 9 with
XL (14.06%) forms of ID.

DISCUSSION
Over the past few decades, many efforts have been made to
decipher the underlying genetic causes of ID. The advent of NGS
has increased both the number of patients in whom a definitive
diagnosis of ID has finally been reached and the causative genes
associated with this genetically heterogenous neurodevelopmen-
tal disorder [27, 36, 37]. In the present study, WES analysis
performed in a cohort of 244 ID trios identified P/LP variants in 64
patients, which yields a diagnostic rate of 25.2%. Most affected
genes were altered in no more than two probands, which explains
the absence of large groups of patients sharing a recurrent clinical
diagnosis and corroborates the great locus heterogeneity of ID in
our cohort (Table 1).
It is worth noticing the numerous DNVs (72; 61.54%) identified

in our cohort, most of them associated with AD/XL inheritance.
Other authors have previously reported high ratios of such type of
variant, and most of these DNVs have been classified as P
[17, 28, 38]. According to this, a high rate of P/LP DNVs (52;
72.22%) was found in our trios. Dominant P DNVs have been
related to non-inherited severe ID [27, 39]. Therefore, patients
harboring such type of variant could be easier to diagnose than
those showing more common forms of inheritance [27]. Thus,
likely gene-disrupting DNVs account for ~6–9% of all neurodeve-
lopmental disorders diagnoses [40]. Furthermore, it has been
suggested that DNVs in known ID genes could act as modifiers
increasing the severity of the primary phenotype. In opposition to
likely gene-disrupting DNVs and CNVs, missense DNVs tend to
underlie less severe disease forms. Nevertheless, finding a novel
DNV in a well-known ID gene does not provide sufficient evidence
per se to establish an accurate genotype-phenotype correlation
that implicates such variant as causal. For this reason, DNVs should
be validated by further functional studies to determine their
possible involvement in the phenotype.
Trio-based WES has become essential for the rapid identification

of DNVs. In contrast to the singleton approach, trio-based WES
provides genotypic information from the parents, allowing precise
and immediate discrimination of the de novo origin of a variant
[16, 41, 42]. Thus, in trios with unaffected parents and no family

history, most of the potentially P variants were de novo [17].
Conversely, in trios with parents sharing a similar altered
phenotype, most variants are inherited and have a low probability
of being causal. Early application of WES would decrease in
healthcare costs since the rapid diagnosis reached in an
appreciable number of patients would end their long diagnostic
odyssey and no further genetic testing would be necessary
[14, 33]. Most patients from our cohort are adults, indicating that
they have never been genetically tested or have undergone many
inefficient genetic tests during their lifetime. According to other
studies, WES can be postulated as a powerful tool to reach a
definitive diagnosis in adults [18, 19, 21]. So, WES has allowed us
to obtain a diagnosis of Kabuki Syndrome 2 (MIM: 300867) in
patient 002 P (early 40 s), Bainbridge-Ropers syndrome (MIM:
615485) in 217 P (early 50 s), or Kleefstra syndrome 2 (MIM:
617768) in 215 P (late 50 s). Nevertheless, we also achieved the
diagnosis in younger patients, such as Kabuki syndrome 1 (MIM:
147920) in patient 030 P (early 10 s) or Rett syndrome (MIM:
613454) in 161 P (early 10 s). Regarding this, it should be noted
that a detailed clinical characterization of the patient and a
complete family history could be essential to determine a possible
genotype-phenotype correlation or to elucidate between the
possible differential diagnosis in complex patients [8, 13, 43].
Nonetheless, in patients with less complex phenotypes who might
be easier to diagnose, the cost-effectiveness of WES seems to fall
below that of gene panel analysis [32].
The slightly higher percentage of males (53.94%) in our cohort

could be partially explained by the fact that males are more
susceptible to XL ID [44]. However, out of nine patients harboring
P/LP XL variants, seven are females (Table 1). Six of them were
diagnosed with dominant XL disorders. The remaining one (091 P)
was diagnosed with a recessive XL disorder (Menkes disease; MIM:
3094009), regardless of having a unique heterozygous frameshift
variant in ATP7A gene. Although there is a chance that a second
mutational event in this gene has evaded detection by WES in this
patient [13], or that an X-chromosome skewed inactivation may be
involved [43], it has been reported that female carriers may have a
variable presence and/or severity of the clinical features asso-
ciated with such disorder [45]. Furthermore, we also have
identified 13 patients harboring P/LP variants in AR ID genes.
Nine out of these 13 patients were compound heterozygotes for
genes associated with ID, and the remaining four were homo-
zygous (Table 1). According to Fitzgerald et al., most patients with
AR ID in our cohort were syndromic [46].
An interesting point of our study was the concurrent

identification of P/LP variants in two independent genes in the
same patient (097 P, 154 P and 228 P). In patient 097 P, both
affected genes were associated with similar phenotypes, greatly
hindering the diagnostic process. Thus, the phenotype of patient
097 P, showing ID, epilepsy, disruptive behavior, dysmorphic
facial features, brachycephaly, bilateral transverse palmar crease,
multiple angiomas, obesity, and altered vision, could be
associated either with the nonsense variant identified in ADNP
(AD inherited Helsmoortel-van der Aa syndrome; MIM: 615873) or
with the missense in PHIP (AD inherited Chung-Jansen syndrome;
MIM: 6179919). A better and more exhaustive clinical history
could help us to establish a correct genotype-phenotype
relationship. Nonetheless, we should consider that the resulting
phenotype in these patients could be due to the overlap of the
two syndromes [47]. Therefore, further functional studies would
be required to better understand the potential effect of these
variants over protein functionality to successfully discard the
non-causal variant and finally reach a definitive diagnosis.
Equally, such co-occurrence of variants of interest in two
independent genes has also been identified in patients harbor-
ing UV variants in our cohort (104 P, 108 P, 133 P, 136 P, and 209
P). This fact further complicates the identification of the true
causal variant in these patients.
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Another remarkable finding was that genetic diagnosis had not
been reached in 157 patients (61.81%). Nevertheless, a compar-
ison between diagnosed and undiagnosed patients classified
according to their ID grade showed similar percentages for each
category in both groups. Therefore, a non-diagnostic WES result
does not exclude the potential causal variant within the exome
dataset. In this regard, it should be noted that reported variants
have been detected by both the virtual panel and WES in well-
known ID genes. However, the exclusion of variants only detected
by WES in genes not well characterized or having limited available
information at the time of this report could be considered a
limitation of this study. Thus, systematic reanalysis of non-
diagnostic WES data could lead to an improved yielding in the
identification of P/LP variants and, consequently, to an increase in
diagnostic rate [16, 17, 31, 41]. Likewise, those variants classified as
UV could also benefit from successive exome reanalysis since new
clinical interpretation based on the acquired knowledge could
reclassify them as either pathogenic or benign [31]. In this regard,
our study identified UV in 33 (12.99%) patients. Finding an UV in a
genetic test can cause frustration, anxiety, and uncertainty for
patients and their families, so managing these cases requires
careful pre- and post-test genetic counseling [15].
If WES remains non-diagnostic after reanalysis, other diag-

nostic tools are still available to achieve that objective, including
karyotyping to detect balanced chromosomal rearrangements,
chromosome microarray analysis, or mitochondrial DNA sequen-
cing [31]. Moreover, there is a current trend for calling CNVs
from exome because their presence could be more than likely
and their identification could lead to a diagnostic yield
increasing [48]. Even though our study does not include
information on CNVs, the presence of apparent homozygous
variants inherited from only one parent in chromosome 16p of
patient 028 P and 22q of 086 P raised suspicion of hemizygous
deletions affecting these regions, which were finally confirmed
by Cytoscan HD (Supplementary Fig. S1). The de novo deletions
in 16p11.2 (MIM: 611913) and 22q13.31q13.33 (MIM: 606232)
were previously associated with ID and ASD, and Phelan-
McDermid syndrome, respectively [49, 50]. Therefore, further
studies are needed to determine the ratio of CNVs present in our
cohort, particularly in the subset of undiagnosed patients
without array CGH analysis. Another tool, Whole Genome
Sequencing (WGS), could have even better diagnostic yielding
than WES due to its ability for sequencing non-coding regions
and its greater sensitivity to detect CNVs [12, 40]. Nevertheless,
its high cost of sequencing, and the arduous complexity in
analyzing the data generated, hamper that WGS could be
considered the diagnostic tool of first choice [12]. Finally,
epigenetic changes and polygenic inheritance are other possible
causes that should be considered for ID diagnosis [7, 14]. It is
challenging to know the proportion of monogenic or polygenic
components of a genetic condition in a specific cohort [17].
Identifying disease-associated genes by NGS has allowed
achieving an increasing number of novel diagnoses, most of
them associated with dominant disorders. However, polygenic
inheritance may likely hide very rare recessive disorders that
could be described in the near future.
In summary, trio-WES analysis has proven to be an essential

tool for the genetic diagnosis of ID in our cohort, yielding a
diagnostic rate of 25.2%. Moreover, identifying 31 novel P/LP
variants in 27 patients expanded the molecular spectrum
associated with ID. On the other hand, reanalysis of WES seems
to be the best way to achieve a definitive genetic diagnosis
either in patients with no test results or classified as of uncertain
significance. Continuous updating of the information contained
in the main consulted databases, development of novel
bioinformatics algorithms of analysis, as well as a detailed
clinical history, result mandatory for the precise identification
and interpretation of variants. Therefore, the collaboration

between clinicians, scientists, patients, and families becomes
essential to provide further insight into the underlying genetic
causes of ID.
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